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INSIDE BAHRAIN

INSIGHT INTO THE 
BEAUTIFUL & ANCIENT 
SCIENCE OF YOGA

How did you decide to write the yoga 
column for Bahrain this week?
I was new to Bahrain and came 
across Bahrain this week on Facebook 
and followed the page. I found the 
informative news giving an overview 
of the happenings in Bahrain. Have 
always loved sharing the knowledge 
of yoga that I have gained over 
the years, through my sessions and 
workshops. I also enjoy reading 
and writing so just thought of 
approaching BTW to suggest a column 
on yoga. To my surprise, I got a reply 
and they were ready to give it a try to 
see the response. Thus, The Yoga Buzz 
was initiated and what started as a 
one-off column has remained active 
for over 5 years! Over the years, I 
have covered almost all aspects of 
yoga as a science. 

 
Can you give a detailed insight into 
the Yoga Handbook?
The Yoga Handbook is literally a 
handbook on Yoga, as the name 
suggests. Apart from the philosophy 
and history of Yoga, it covers about 
60 cultural asanas or postures, under 
seven major categories, the essential 
breathing and cleansing techniques 
with an introduction to mudras, 
bandhas, chakras, meditation and the 
role of a yogic diet and its importance 
on one’s physical and mental 
health, the book gives an overview 
of Ashtanga Yoga as a system for 
physical and mental wellbeing. 
The book is designed as ‘an easy 
read’ giving relevant yet compact 
knowledge of Yoga. 
 
Who must have The Yoga Handbook?
The Yoga Handbook is designed such 
that it can be accessible to absolute 
beginners, who wish to know about 
the basics of Yoga. It can be a very 
useful resource for practicing yogis, 
aspiring teachers, and even seasoned 
teachers and practitioners as a quick 
reference aid. So, I would say that 
The Yoga Handbook is for almost 
anyone who wishes to enhance 
their knowledge on Yoga. Since it is 
aesthetically designed with a lot of 
pictorial references it can even work 
as a coffee table book, which gives 
one an overview of Yoga as a science.
 
How can one use The Yoga 
Handbook?
Beginners or aspiring yogis can 
understand the basics by reading 
the book. Seasoned practitioners can 
use it as quick reference material as I 
have covered most yogic techniques 
and several asanas in detail.

 There is no replacement for 
getting guidance from a competent 
teacher as one gets initiated into Yogic 
practices. The manuscript provides 
general information and techniques 
for expanding one’s knowledge and 
evolution for personal growth.

 
Which stream of Yoga teaching have 
you followed in The Yoga Handbook?
The Yoga Handbook covers the basics 
of Ashtanga Yoga as propagated by 
Sage Patanjali, who is also known 
as the father of Yoga. There is an 
overview of all the 8 limbs of Ashtanga 
Yoga with a large section detailing 
about 60 postures, under 7 categories, 
under the third limb i.e., asanas. 
 
What’s your advice to the readers of 
The Yoga Handbook?
I recommend the readers of The 
Yoga Handbook to take out time and 
go through the book in a relaxed 
way, perhaps a page or two in a 
day, almost like thoughts for the 
day to truly get an insight into this 
beautiful, ancient science. I hope they 
bring this practice into their lives 
in an authentic manner instead of 
following the various fads that are 
out there now, in the name of Yoga! 

Understanding the real science as 
it was meant to be i.e., a wholistic 
practice where one transcends the 
body and mind through cleansing, 
physical, breathwork, and mediation 
practices to find equilibrium within 
oneself and the world around. 

 
What’s next for you?
Well, it has been my eternal endeavor 
to reach out to more people about the 
holistic benefits of Yoga as a science.  
I have been doing so through my 
sessions, workshops, talks, and writings. 
Since, in the current times, the internet is 
a powerful medium through which one 
can expand one’s reach I wish to create 
an app. I would like to include even a 
section on yogic diet as propounded by 
Ayurveda, which is a sister science to 
yoga. I am in the process of expanding 
my knowledge of Ayurveda through a 
couple of comprehensive courses and 
already been using its principles in my 
life to see the firsthand benefits  
of these two sciences practiced  
together. The whole idea is to create  
a presence and awareness of yoga 
and Ayurveda for healthy, stress-free  
living by following it simply yet 
effectively through the designed  
courses on the app. 

The link to The Yoga Handbook:  
www.handbook-yoga.com

Interview with Neelanjana Bharadwaj

Neelanjana Bharadwaj needs no introduction for the 
readers of Bahrain This Week. She has inspired many 
readers with her weekly column “The Yoga Buzz” for 
five years. Recently, she has released her first book “The 
Yoga Handbook” compiling her immense knowledge of 
the aspects of yoga as a science.

 Neelanjana Bharadwaj shares her vision that she tries 
to bring forth through “The Yoga Handbook”.
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INSIDE ARABIA

WORLD HERITAGE SITES BY UNESCO

EXPO 2020 DUBAI: PAVILION  
OPENS TO PUBLIC NEXT WEEK; 
TICKET PRICES ANNOUNCED

Known for its rich historical past 
and heritage, Oman has several 
monuments, forts  and ruins that have 
been designated as World Heritage 
Sites by UNESCO. According to the 
NCSI, Oman has a total of 9,403 
heritage sites, 1,029 of them being 
cultural Omani villages. In June 2018, 
the ruins of Qalhat near Sur were 
recognised as a World Heritage Site by 
UNESCO. The Ancient City of Qalhat, 
the aflaj irrigation systems of Oman, 
Archaeological Sites of Bat, Al Khutm 
and Al Ayn, Bahla Fort and the Land of 
Frankincense have been recognised as 
World Heritage Sites in Oman.

According to Oman's Ministry of 
Tourism, " Bahla Fort was inscribed 
as a World Heritage Site in 1987 and 

has since been beautifully restored. 
The fort reopened to the public in late 
2012. Credited to the Bronze Age (3rd 
millennium B.C.), the archaeological 
sites of Bat, Al Khutm and Al Ayn in 
Ad Dhahirah make up the world’s most 
complete collection of beehive tombs.
In Dhofar, the Land of Frankincense 
encompasses the frankincense trees of 
Wadi Dawkah Reserve and the remains 
of caravan and trading settlements 
such as Ubar, Khawr Ruri and Al 
Baleed – highlighting the importance of 
frankincense for the flourishing trade in 
the region during ancient times.

"The Aflaj system is an ancient 
watering method that is is deeply 
rooted in Oman’s heritage, with over 
3000 aflaj – or irrigation systems – 

UAE residents and tourists can 
tour Expo 2020 Dubai’s Terra - The 
Sustainability Pavilion from January 
22 to April 10, it was announced on 
Saturday.

The Expo 2020 Pavilions Premiere 
was formally launched on Saturday.

Alif – The Mobility Pavilion and 
Mission Possible – The Opportunity 
Pavilion will also open to the public in 
the first quarter of 2021, officials said.

Pavilions Premiere bookings can 
be made from January 16 on https://
expo2020dubai.com/en/pavilions-
premiere. Tickets are priced at with 
Dh25.

Terra, which means ‘Planet Earth’, 
will offer an immersive journey 
through the wonders of the natural 
world, including an interactive walk 
through the roots of the forest, where 
every footstep affects the ‘wood-wide-

web’.
The pavilion was designed by 

renowned Grimshaw Architects and sets 
an example for sustainable building 
design. Built to be net-zero for both 
energy and water, it features 1,055 
photovoltaic panels arranged on a 
130-metre-wide roof canopy and atop a 
series of ‘Energy Trees’.

The pavilion also uses water-
reduction strategies, water recycling 

still in use today. Using gravity to 
transport water from springs, the fair 
management of these waterways 
plays an important role in communities 
around the country. Falaj Daris in 
Nizwa, one of Oman’s longest falaj, 
is still in use today.The Ancient city 
of Qalhat in Sur. This site has an 
exceptional international value for 
trading between Oman and the ancient 
world civilisations. It's considered as a 
distinctive example of the architecture 
and planning of active port cities in the 
middle ages."

Bahla Fort was built between the 
12thand 15th centuries. According 
to UNESCO,"Bahla is an outstanding 
example of a fortified oasis settlement 
of the medieval Islamic period, 
exhibiting the water engineering skill 
of the early inhabitants for agricultural 
and domestic purposes. The pre-
gunpowder style fort with rounded 
towers and castellated parapets, 
together with the perimeter wall 
of stone and mud brick technology 
demonstrates the status and influence 
of the ruling elite."

Located around 20 km to the north 
of the city of Sur, is the Ancient City 
of Qalhat .“The Ancient City of Qalhat 
presents a unique testimony to the 
Kingdom of Hormuz, as it prospered 
from the 11th to 16th century CE,” 
UNESCO informed in a statement. 
“Ancient Qalhat presents exceptional 
evidence of a major trade hub, which 

came under the rule of the Princes of 
Hormuz and profited from its geo-
political position in the region.”

UNESCO added that the section 
of the site around Bibi Maryam was 
protected by the residents of the 
neighbouring village before it was 
closed to the public for conservation. 
This guardianship tradition, which was 
disrupted when the site was closed 
and visitation discontinued, is to be re-
activated as part of the future visitor 
concept, according to the organisation.

The aflaj irrigation systems are 
the ancient water channels in Oman 
that date from around 500 AD and 
use the system of gravity to draw 
water from underground sources. The 
archaeological sites of Bat, Al Khutm, 
and Al Ayn were designated as UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites in 1988.  

The Land of Frankincense – located 
in the locality of Al Baleed in Salalah – 
is one of many UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites located in Oman and was once 
the centre of the ancient world’s 
thriving frankincense trade. “UNESCO 
chose the Al Baleed site, considered by 
archaeologists as the most important 
remnants of an Islamic ancient city on 
the Arabian Sea coast, as being part of 
the historic home of the frankincense 
tree the Sultanate of Oman is known 
for, especially since frankincense was 
the most important Omani export in 
ancient times,” said the Ministry of 
Tourism.

and alternative water sources.
Terra will remain in legacy as 

a Science Centre that will inspire 
sustainable choices for generations to 
come. “Visitors are urged to book early 
as the experience will operate five 
days per week with limited operating 
hours and capacity restrictions due to 
enhanced health and safety measures,” 
it added.

Reem Al Hashimy, Director- 
General of Expo 2020 Dubai Bureau  
and UAE Minister of State for 
International Cooperation, said: “We 
are delighted to start 2021 on such a 
positive note as we welcome the UAE 
community to be the first to experience 
Terra – The Sustainability Pavilion 
at a moment in our history that is 
unparalleled in terms of its impact on 
humanity.

“While 2020 may be remembered 
as a year that changed us forever, 
it has also given us a tremendous 
opportunity to come together as a 
global society and find answers to our 
most pressing challenges,” she said.

Expo 2020 Dubai — the first World 
Expo to be held in the Middle East, 
Africa and South Asia (MEASA) region 
— will run from October 1 this year to 
March 31, 2022
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TECH UPDATE

POWERFUL RUNES AND ELEVATED 
GAMEPLAY ADORN MASSIVE PUBG 
MOBILE VERSION 1.2 UPDATE

ALL-NEW ARTURA CONFIRMED AS 
MCLAREN’S NEXT-GENERATION HIGH-
PERFORMANCE-HYBRID SUPERCAR

Mystical powers descend on the hit 
mobile game PUBG MOBILE as part of 
the latest content update. Beginning 
today the popular Erangel map receives 
special runes from another world which 
bestow players with special power. 
Player can also tout the new FAMAS 
variable-fire assault rifle, boasting 
5.56mm ammo with reduced recoil. 

The PUBG MOBILE Version 1.2 content 
update is available now for free via the 
App Store and Google Play.

In the new Runic Power Theme 
Gameplay, players can queue for a 
unique version of Erangel, where they 
will have the choice between one of 
three rune energies. After selecting 
their rune, each player will be granted 

McLaren Automotive will bring the 
full force of its expertise in hybrid 
powertrain engineering to the supercar 
class next year with the introduction 

of the new Artura, a High-Performance 
Hybrid (HPH) developed with the 
benefit of more than half a century of 
McLaren knowledge, experience and 

a summon and a boost skill, which 
both can be consumed to provide 
strategic advantages on the battlefield. 
All rune skills can be reobtained by 
looting Erangel’s vast terrain. Similarly, 
runes can be experienced in PUBG 
MOBILE’s Cheer Park, where players can 
complete daily rune missions to earn 
fresh rewards. 

PUBG MOBILE’s powerful rune skills 
include:
● Flame Rune – Players can summon 
a wheel of flame that rolls slowly 
forwards, dealing burn damage to 
afflicted players. An additional boost 
skill adds a burning enhancement to 
ammo for a brief period
● Arctic Rune – In addition to 
the boost skill that adds a freezing 
enhancement to ammo, reducing 
healing effectiveness, players with this 
skill can summon a 3x3 grid of ice wall 
for mid-battle protection
● Wind Rune – This skill summons a 
semi-transparent shield of wind that 
reduces bullet damage from weapons 
shot outside of it. The boost skill 
increases player movement speed and 
reduces reload time for a short time

 In addition to the new features in 

Classic Mode, PUBG MOBILE’s ongoing 
collaboration with popular first-person 
shooter Metro Exodus intensifies today 
with a fresh chapter. In the new Metro 
Royale: Honor chapter, players can 
obtain Honor by defeating enemies 
and collecting in-game items, which 
both increase Honor levels. Honor can 
be accumulated to unlock special voice 
packs, outfits and other permanent 
rewards.

The highly anticipated Royale Pass 
Season 17 is also set to arrive in PUBG 
MOBILE on Tuesday, Jan. 19. Boasting a 
RUNIC POWER theme, Season 17 offers 
updated Royale Pass missions, Activity 
Pack events and stunning cosmetics, 
such as the Deadly Sickle and Guardian 
Armor Set. A new game variant of 
PUBG MOBILE’s popular EvoGround 
Mode is also set to touch down on 
Friday, Feb. 5, delivering high-tech 
Power Armor and Matrix Events on the 
condensed Livik map.

Stay tuned for more details about 
upcoming PUBG MOBILE content, 
including Royale Pass Season 17 and 
the new EvoGround additions.

PUBG MOBILE is available to 
download for free on the App Store and 
Google Play. 

engineering achievements in race and 
road cars.

All-new in every respect, the 
Artura marks the beginning of a 
new era for the pioneering British 
company. Building on the expertise in 
electrification first showcased in the 
McLaren P1TM hybrid hypercar unveiled 
in 2012 and more recently the Speedtail 
Hyper-GT, which entered production 
this year as McLaren’s fastest ever 
car with a top speed of 403km/h 
(250mph), the Artura is McLaren’s 
first High-Performance-Hybrid series 
production supercar.

“Every element of the Artura is all-
new – from the platform architecture 
and every part of the High-
Performance Hybrid powertrain, to the 
exterior body, interior and cutting-
edge driver interface – but it draws 
on decades of McLaren experience in 
pioneering super-lightweight race and 
road car technologies to bring all of 
our expertise in electrification to the 
supercar class.”

Mike Flewitt, Chief Executive Officer, 
McLaren Automotive

The new Artura marks the debut of 
an all-new compact twin-turbocharged 
V6 petrol engine, designed to 

combine with an electric motor in a 
new lightweight High-Performance-
Hybrid powertrain that retains the 
performance benefits of McLaren’s 
larger capacity V8 engines and has 
the additional attraction of improved 
torque response at low engine speeds 
to deliver scintillating acceleration. The 
Artura can also run on electric power 
alone for everyday emission-free urban 
journeys.

The first car to be built on an all-
new, platform architecture optimised 
for electrification and designed and 
manufactured in the UK at the McLaren 
Composites Technology Centre, the 
Artura furthers McLaren’s commitment 
to super-lightweight engineering 
principles that have their roots in 
motorsport. The additional mass of 
the High-Performance Hybrid system, 
for example, has been largely offset 
by the application of weight-saving 
technologies throughout the chassis, 
body and powertrain. Additionally, 
the McLaren Carbon Lightweight 
Architecture (MCLA) at the heart of the 
Artura not only enables the car’s class-
leading weight advantage, it is also 
the base for the dynamic excellence 
inherent in every McLaren.
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stressed that security readiness and 
modern technologies would facilitate 
the travel process and tourism in 
Bahrain.

The Interior Minister was also 
briefed about the security directorates' 
preparations at the airport to provide a 
comprehensive security system for the 
beginning of operations to reinforce the 
airport's security and safety and safety.

He was informed about the new 
technologies the Bahrain International 
Airport Police Directorate introduced to 
facilitate services and utilise the latest 
security screening systems.

The minister also visited the 
operations room that uses smart 
systems, and was briefed about 
training courses provided to staff in 
cooperation with the Royal Academy 
of Police and the Gulf Air Training 
Academy.

In the same context, the Interior 
Minister was informed about the 
readiness of Airport Passport Section 
that would operate through 44 cabins, 
including cabins for special needs 
and 22 e-gates that work through 
fingerprint and facial recognition, 
in addition to 6 cabins to process 
paperwork of the Labour Market 
Regulatory Authority's holders of visas.

The Interior Minister was also 
informed about the Customs Affairs’ 
preparations to provide integrated 
services through modern technology.  

INSIDE BAHRAIN

MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

AIRPORT EXPANSION PROJECT REVIEWED

Interior Minister, General Shaikh 
Rashid bin Abdullah Al Khalifa, toured 
the Bahrain International Airport, to 
review developments on the Airport 
Expansion Project, and the readiness of 
the new Passenger Terminal Building, 
ahead of its opening on January 28.

 The inspection visit was in line with 
the directives of His Royal Highness 

Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, 
the Crown Prince and Prime Minister.

Upon arrival, the Interior Minister 
was welcomed by Minister of 
Transportation and Telecommunication, 
Kamal bin Ahmed Mohammed, in the 
presence of Chief of Public Security and 
Interior Ministry’s officials.

He was informed about the security 

readiness and logistic preparations 
of the building, security procedures, 
and modern technology to process 
travellers' procedures and provide the 
required security and customs services.

He highlighted that the expansion 
project represents one development 
landmark of His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa's prosperous era. He 

When it comes to improving the 
customer experience using AI, four 
significant developments stand out: 
chatbots, predictive and targeted 
content, content creation, and image 
recognition technology. Each of these 
can help to improve customer service 
and support, as well as deliver more 
targeted and relevant content. Here’s 
what you need to know about these 
technologies and how they can benefit 
your bottom line.   

Chatbots
Chatbots can conduct either auditory 
or textual conversations, the latter 
usually appearing as chat windows on 
your computer screen. 

Obviously, a chatbot is not going 
out into the world to market your 
business. It’s nothing like the kind of 
marketing channel you’ve used in the 
past like ads or emails. But chatbots 
are effective marketing tools specially 
in social media because they can 
provide customer service which helps 
both your customer and your brand, 
gather data on customers which 
helps you target your messaging, and 
deliver those targeted messages on 
your behalf. Chatbots can even move 

customers through the sales funnel by 
asking more specific questions to help 
customers find the products they’re 
looking for. 

Predictive and Targeted Content
In addition to answering questions 
via chatbots, AI can be used to gather 
more data about prospects and 
customers, then AI can use that data 
to predict future behavior as well as 
develop more targeted messaging. 
That content might be delivered by 
a chatbot as described above, via 
dynamic content on a web page, or 
by email. That’s because AI can help 
to deliver the right email message 
at the right time by using dynamic 
content and determining that content 
based on past customer behavior. By 
knowing which web pages a customer 
visited, which blog posts they read, 
which emails they’ve interacted with 
and more, AI can intelligently select 
the content most likely to appeal to a 
specific customer and automatically 
populate an email with that content. 
Using what’s called “churn prediction,” 
AI can also predict when customers are 
disengaging from a brand, they help 
to provide personalized content that’s 
most likely to appeal to and re-engage 
them. 

Content Creation
And then there’s the need for vast 
quantities of content… Ever since the 
dawn of content marketing, marketers 
have listed content creation as one of 
the biggest challenges they face. 
Creating quality content takes 
time, and effective marketing 
requires a lot of it. AI can 
help, by generating some 
of that content for you. 
The content can be articles 
consisting of hundreds of 
words and read as if a live 
human being wrote it. Or 
the content generated can be 
more specific, such as the email 
subject lines and social media 
ads written in the AI-generated 
language. 

Image Recognition Technology
Lastly, we have image recognition 
software as an AI tool 
businesses can use 
to improve 
the customer 
experience. 
Image 
recognition has 
been around 
for a while, 
and you’ve 

By Dr. Jassim Haji

AI MARKETING probably experienced it on a 
platform like Facebook when a 
friend was automatically tagged 
in a photo you posted. Image 
recognition software also helps to 
personalize customer experiences. 
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Gulf Air, the national carrier of the 
Kingdom of Bahrain, announces 
that starting from 28 January 2021 it 
plans to move its entire operations 
for inbound and outbound flights 
to the new Bahrain International 
Airport terminal which will provide a 
brand new customer experience to its 
passengers flying through its hub, the 
Kingdom of Bahrain. The new airport 
terminal will open a new chapter in the 
Kingdom’s journey in aviation history, 
support the strategic vision for Bahrain 
to strengthen its position as a hub and 
facilitate the movement of millions of 
passengers.

The new airport terminal will 
feature a dedicated check-in area 
for both Falcon Gold and economy 
class passengers of Gulf Air as well 
as a brand new Falcon Gold lounge 
that is double in size and capacity 
compared to the previous one in the 
old airport. Taking into consideration 
all of the updated health and safety 
measures, the new state-of-the-art 
lounge will reflect new concepts of 
modern premium lounges yet keeping 
with the legacy and rich history of the 
70 year old Gulf Air brand. A number 
of features will be maintained from 
the previous lounge as well as newly 
introduced spaces such as a children's 

area, shower rooms, prayer space, 
a quiet area along with live cooking 
stations and new food & beverage 
concepts. Operational around the 
clock and with a capacity of over 400 
passengers at any given time, the new 
Falcon Gold lounge will be available to 
experience by the airline’s Falcon Gold 
passengers as well as its Black, Gold 
and Silver Falconflyer members.

Ahead of moving to the new 
premises, Gulf Air’s Acting Chief 
Executive Officer Captain Waleed 
AlAlawi said: “It will be a big day for 
the Kingdom of Bahrain’s aviation 
history and for Gulf Air. We started 
our operations back in 1950 in a small 
facility in Muharraq and soon we 
will see a world-class airport being 
officially opened to welcome the world 
to our beloved Kingdom. The new 
airport is our new home and we are 
proud to have a bigger, more modern 
home to be Gulf Air’s hub”. He also 
added: “With our own check-in area 
and a brand new Falcon Gold lounge, 
we are now more equipped than ever 
to carry and serve more passengers and 
expand our operations. We welcome 
our passengers to fly with us through 
the new airport which I am sure will 
impress everyone with its design, 
facilities, capacity and welcoming feel”.

Al Salam Bank-Bahrain (Al Salam 
Bank), a leading regional Islamic 
bank and provider of a comprehensive 
range of innovative and unique 
Shari’a-compliant financial products 
and services, recently held its annual 
Town Hall event virtually in order to 
share the Bank’s key milestones and 
success stories with its employees, as 
well as to provide more insight into 
the Bank’s strategic initiatives and 
direction for 2021 and beyond. Inspired 
by the events that transpired in 2020 
in the wake of the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic, the theme of the Al Salam 
Bank Town Hall was ‘Self-Reflection 
& Mindfulness’ where employees were 
encouraged to bring their shared 
experiences to the present.

Attended by over 300 employees, 
Mr. Rafik Nayed, Group Chief Executive 
Officer of Al Salam Bank hosted the 
event, which included key briefings 
by Anwar Mohammed Murad, Deputy 
CEO, Banking Division, Muna Al 
Balooshi, Head of Human Resources and 
Administration, and Mahmood Qannati, 

Head of Marketing & Communications.
 In his introduction, Mr. Nayed said, 

“I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank you all for your unwavering 
efforts and hard work, and to take 
a moment to appreciate how far we 
have come. We have been incredibly 
successful in implementing and rolling 
out our 2018 strategy for the past 
three years and, despite the impact of 
COVID-19, we have maintained steady 
progress achieving key milestones and 
success stories in 2020 alone.”

Encouraging the employees of the 
Bank to continue to build upon their 
combined efforts while highlighting 
key focus areas for 2021 and beyond, 
the Group CEO added, “We have 
successfully increased our capital 
allocation to core banking activities 
in addition to significantly improving 
our corporate governance systems 
and processes across the board, 
achieving both increased efficiency and 
streamlining our internal and external 
processes through the integration of 
strategic optimization initiatives.”

The Arabian Gulf University (AGU) 
recently received Electricity and Water 
Affairs Minister Eng. Wael bin Nasser 
Al Mubarak, Electricity and Water 
Authority (EWA) CEO Shaikh Nawaf 
bin Ibrahim Al Khalifa, and a number 
of concerned officials who visited 
the University to stand on its unique 
experiment in rationalising energy 
consumption, achieving a drop of 
around 35 percent in less than 10 years.

Receiving the delegation was AGU 
President Dr Khalid bin Abdulrahman 
Al Ohaly, who welcomed the Minister 
and the CEO, and thanked them for 
their visit, confirming that it is an 
encouraging and supportive gesture 
to the University's strives to achieve 
energy conservation.

During the visit, Dr Al Ohaly briefed 
the officials on AGU's vision, which 
is based on developmental goals, 
such as comprehensive sustainable 

development, and human and material 
wealth development and proper 
investment, taking into consideration 
the human factor, which is the starting 
point and goal of development.

The Minister, the CEO and the 
accompanying delegation were briefed 
on AGU's efforts to rationalise and 
reduce energy consumption, succeeding 
in making a remarkable achievement 
in energy saving in the University’s 
buildings, in which consumption 
decreased from 12,870,600 KW in 2012 
to 8,620,000 KW in 2020.

AGU President also briefed the 
visiting delegation on the University's 
future projects, including the King 
Abdullah Medical City project, 
shedding light on the advanced power 
techniques used in the establishment 
of these projects in cooperation with 
the Ministry and in accordance with the 
highest international standards.

GULF AIR MOVES ENTIRE OPERATIONS 
TO THE NEW BAHRAIN INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT TERMINAL

AL SALAM BANK HOLDS ITS  
ANNUAL TOWN HALL

'AGU' RECEIVES ELECTRICITY AND 
WATER AFFAIRS MINISTER

Batelco Chairman Shaikh Abdulla 
bin Khalifa Al Khalifa rewarded the 
winners of the Batelco “Chairman’s 
Award” during the annual Town 
Hall that took place at Batelco’s 
Headquarters. The event was 
broadcasted live to Batelco team 
members, of which 80% continue to 
work remotely due to COVID-19.

Launched under the direction 
of the Chairman, the “Chairman’s 
Award” is an annual award created 
to acknowledge and reward Batelco 
team members who have demonstrated 
exceptional performance and have 
accomplished remarkable achievements 
while practicing the Company’s values.

The 12 finalists were selected from 
a pool of high performing employees 
that have been selected by the top 
management team on a monthly basis 
throughout 2020.

The names of the winners were 
revealed for the first time to all Batelco 
team members in an exciting atmosphere 
amid much anticipation. The 3 winners 
who each took home a trophy and cash 
reward are Hussain Abdulla in first 
place, Sana Mayoof in second place and 
Hussain Barakat in third.

Commenting on this rewarding 
ceremony, Shaikh Abdulla said, “I’m 
pleased to be here today to award the 
winners in person as they truly deserve 
the recognition, and I would like to 
take this opportunity to personally 
congratulate them on their success. 
It has been a long selection process 
with the involvement of Batelco’s 
top management team and Board 
members, and the finalists have proven 
themselves at each stage. It was a 
difficult task to select a clear winner 
but encouraging a healthy competition 
is always a good thing.”

“People are the greatest assets 
of Batelco and we on the Board are 
very pleased to see promising young 
talented Bahrainis who are the leaders 
of tomorrow. It’s important to support 
them, encourage them to realize their 
full potential and provide them with 
the tools to ensure a bright future,” he 
added.

Batelco’s CEO Mikkel Vinter who 
was also present on the occasion 
gave a presentation to the Batelco 
team members highlighting Batelco’s 
achievements for 2020 and outlining 
the strategy for 2021.

BATELCO CHAIRMAN PRESENTS THE 
WINNERS OF THE “CHAIRMAN’S AWARD”
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In line with the Kingdom’s national efforts to 
limit the spread of infectious diseases, medic-
al check-ups will be mandatory for employees 
in industrial and commercial establishments 
related to public health. The move, which will 
come into effect on 1st January 2021, will cov-
er workers in barbershops, massage parlors, 
food manufacturing and packaging, food es-
tablishments, cosmetics, health clubs, resorts, 
and hotels.

To ensure speed and efficiency, and to help 
maintain social distancing, owners of these 
types of entities are advised to book their 
staff’s check-up appointments online via the 
National Portal bahrain.bh.

Developed by the Ministry of Health 
(MOH), in cooperation with the Information 
& eGovernment Authority (iGA), the ‘Period-
ic Medical Examination Appointment’ service 
allows business owners to book or resched-
ule their expatriate workers’ medical check-

up reservations. Related services available 
on the portal enable them to view details of 
their employees’ appointments and fitness 
reports. Once fees are paid, workers who 
undergo tests are issued a certificate from rel-
evant authorities stating that they are free of 
communicable diseases.

The service not only supports the Min-
istry’s efforts, but also offers a convenient 
way to complete an essential task, particular-
ly as employees with expired certificates will 
not be permitted to continue working once 
the decision comes into effect in the new year.

For more information, please visit the Na-
tional Portal bahrain.bh. For any suggestions 
or enquiries, please contact us via the Nation-
al Suggestions & Complaints System Tawasul 
at bahrain.bh/apps or bahrain.bh/tawasul.

You may follow the iGA official social 
media accounts (@iGAbahrain) to learn more 
about the latest news and services.

Book Your Staff’s Mandatory  
Medical Check-ups via Bahrain.bh

FORMULA 1 TO OPEN 2021 SEASON WITH 
GULF AIR BAHRAIN GRAND PRIX AT BIC

HP UPDATES 

Formula 1 announced that the 2021 FIA 
Formula One World Championship will 
open its season in Bahrain. This follows 
the postponement of the Australian 
Grand Prix due to the current situation 
regarding COVID-19, with the season 
now starting a week later. 

The Melbourne race has been 
rescheduled and will now take place 
November 18 to 21 following an 
agreement between F1 and Australian 
authorities.

The move is part of a series of 
changes on the 23-race F1 calendar 
confirmed today by F1.

Whilst the dates for the Bahrain race 
will remain as previously announced, 
these changes will mean that the 2021 
season will be the third time that 
the F1 season will be starting at BIC. 
The championship-opener was also 
previously held at BIC in 2006 and 2010.

Other revisions to the calendar 
include:

The Chinese Grand Prix not taking 
place on its planned date, with a 
possible rescheduling of the race later 
in the season.

The addition of Imola on April 18. 
Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi 

Grands Prix both moving a week 
later (5 December and 12 December 
respectively). The race marked as TBC 
on the calendar will be announced in 
due course and will take place on the 
new date of May 2.

These revisions are subject to FIA 
World Motor Sport Council approval.

More details on the 2021 Formula 

1 Gulf Air Bahrain Grand Prix will be 
announced in due course.

BIC Chief Executive Shaikh Salman 
bin Isa Al Khalifa commented: 

“We thank F1 for trusting us with 
hosting the 2021 season-opener under 
the revised schedule. It is an honour to 
be kicking off the new season and we 
look forward to welcoming back the F1 
family to Bahrain. 

“We are also pleased to see 
Australia on the calendar later in the 
year and wish them and everyone else 
in F1 the very best as we prepare for 
the new season.” 
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ROMA CLAIMS FIFTH PLACE FOR BAHRAIN 
RAID XTREME MAIDEN DAKAR RALLY

Bahrain Raid Xtreme driver, Nani Roma, 
set out from Yanbu bound for Jeddah 
for stage twelve, the final stage of the 
Dakar Rally 2021.

Only 447km, comprised of 245km 
of road and 202km special stage, 
separated the remaining competitors 
from the finish line.

The final day of driving was 
brought to a close with a slightly 
shortened stage, with the competitive 
section reduced by 18km. It was by no 

means an easy conclusion to the rally 
with competitors having to navigate 
a chain of steep dunes on their quest 
toward the finish line on the shore of 
the Red Sea.

Roma, competing in his 25th Dakar, 
completed the final stage in 11th place 
with a time of 02:27:21, +9:48 behind 
the leader. This was enough to secure 
fifth place overall, holding his lead 
over sixth place Shaikh Khalid Al 
Qassimi of Abu Dhabi Racing by +6:43.

The 43rd edition of the Dakar Rally 
was Bahrain Raid Xtreme’s debut, with 
Roma’s result the best performance by 
any new team on its maiden Dakar.

“We have secured fifth position 
overall and have shown we have 
built a really strong car, with a lot of 
potential,” Roma, who drove the #311 
Hunter, said in remarks from the finish 
line in Jeddah.

“We are just at the beginning of our 
journey. We have done an incredible 

job, even more so in the current 
COVID-19 situation. There have been 
a lot of challenges over the past few 
months, but the team have continued 
to believe the whole time.”

Now is the time to analyze 
everything and come back even 
stronger next year, he added.

“Alex and I are really happy, and 
we just want to say a big thank you to 
the whole team – all of the mechanics 
and everyone else working behind 
the scenes to get us here to the finish 
line. They have done an amazing job 
and it’s been a pleasure to work with 
everyone.”

Bahrain Raid Xtreme Team Director, 
David Richards, said they would not 
normally celebrate a fifth place, but 
this one is special.

“No new team has ever come to 
Dakar and achieved such a high result 
on their first attempt,” he said.

“Over the years, Prodrive has 
created some great teams who have 
gone on to achieve incredible results 
and I’m absolutely certain that the BRX 
team we have here today will do just 
that.”


